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**Goal.** To study the essence of the concept of «resource potential» of agricultural enterprises and analyze its architecture. **Methods.** Abstract, method of thematic analysis, synthesis, and grouping to determine the basic principles of resource efficiency. **Results.** Approaches to the interpretation of the category «resource potential» of agricultural enterprises are grouped. The own definition of the concept of «resource potential» is given, taking into account the specifics of conducting the activities of agricultural enterprises. The structure of resource potential has been supplemented with an information support component. **Conclusions.** It was determined that to characterize the category of «resource potential» it is necessary to study the resource base of an agricultural enterprise and analyze the opportunities that can be used to obtain economic benefits. It is important to consider the resource potential not only as a set of available resources, but also to take into account the system of productive forces, capabilities, and abilities of employees to use resources efficiently and appropriately. The conditions under which the resource potential is used also play an important role. The degree of favorable conditions depends on the efficiency of the use of resource potential.
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Enterprises engaged in agricultural economic production, have all opportunities to bring the agricultural sector to positions, taking into account the quality of land reserve of Ukraine. However, only land resources as a basis can’t provide high profits and access to the people's market, because important are also terms of use not only land resource, but also the whole base of available resources.

The application of practical actions for the use of resource potential is preceded by a theoretical understanding of its essence main components. The application of practical actions for the use of resource potential is preceded by a theoretical understanding of its essence main components. Moreover, there is a need to supplement and rethink existing interpretations of the concept of "resource potential", given the rapid changes in the economy and approaches to agriculture.

In view of this, the interest of scientists in the agricultural field in studying the category of "resource potential" and the peculiarities of its use by agricultural enterprises is growing. Thus, researchers consider the definition of "resource potential" through the prism of elements and group these elements into components, thus reflecting the structure of resource potential [1, 2], explain the essence of the constituent elements: financial, material, intangible, information, human, technical and technological resources, emphasizing the importance of understanding the formation of the resource base of the enterprise [3], pay attention to foreign experience of the forming of potential (in the USA, Japan, Germany, Great Britain), compare with domestic practice and suggest ways to adapt foreign experience in Ukrainian enterprises, given the unstable economic situation [4].

**The purpose of research** is to find out the essence definition of "resource potential" of agricultural enterprises, to determine and analyze the main components of resources potential, define as affected by the peculiarities of agricultural business enterprises on structure resource potential.

**Materials and methods of research.** To get acquainted with the variability of theoretical interpretations of researchers on the essence of the definition of "resource potential" used the method of thematic analysis. The formation of one's own definition of the concept of "resource potential" became possible through the use of abstract-logical method. Using the grouping method, the basic principles of resource efficiency were identified.

**Research results and their discussion.** Resource potential is a category that affects the development of agricultural enterprises and their competitiveness, given the rapid development of the economy, transformations in land legislation and abrupt, unpredictable changes in modern society. Because the enterprises of the agricultural sector use land resources for production, it is necessary to focus on the effectiveness of their use in the context of sustainable development.

For the effective use of resource potential, it is important, first of all, to understand the essence of the concept of "resource potential". Researchers consider the resource potential as a component of the economic potential of the enterprise, presenting resources as a basis [5, 6]. In particular, there is a definition of the potential of the enterprise that the potential of the enterprise is a totality of capabilities of the resource set of the enterprise and its competencies to achieve the desired economic goal for stakeholders by doing business processes [5]. From this definition it is not entirely understand what kind of resource set the author means. We also think that achieving economic goals is possible not only through business processes, because such an interpretation is quite narrow. For example, you can get economic benefits by organizing training courses for employees, which is not a business process.
Some authors argue that resource potential is a system of interconnected different types of resources belonging to the enterprise, or those that can be involved in its economic activity to maximize the needs of consumers and increase its competitiveness in the market [7]. We consider that this definition is incomplete, because the researcher focuses only on the totality of resources, without taking into account the opportunities that the company will be able to obtain in the process of their use.

In the process of studying this issue, researchers note that the effective use of resource potential of the enterprise is an increase in return on capital assets, which in modern conditions is complicated by rapid changes in equipment and increased capital investment to improve working conditions and others. [8].

The definition of "resource potential" is interpreted differently by scientists: some consider resource potential only as a set of available resources [7, 9], others see this category as a system based on the use of productive forces [10, 11], or interpret resource potential as a set of available resource base, opportunities that can be obtained by the company, using appropriate resources, as well as the ability of staff to apply resources [3, 12, 13].

In particular, we think that the extensive definition of resource potential is a totality of resource capabilities, managerial abilities and motivation of an entrepreneur; in addition, employees must influence external changes in order to improve the company's performance in a competitive environment [3].

Thus, the resource potential of agricultural enterprises is a system based on the relationship of resources (tangible, intangible, financial, personnel and information), which have their own characteristics and elements, capabilities of the enterprise, competencies, skills of management that will allow to improve the financial situation of agriculture, to be realized in the business environment, to strengthen its competitiveness and to realize strategic goals.

The elemental composition and features of the structure of resource potential provide an opportunity to better understand its essence and structure.

Elements of the resource potential of an agricultural enterprise are a set of its components, namely labor, financial, material and intangible, information resources, as well as resources consisting of non-current and current assets.

In the work of V.M. Hrynova and M.M. Salun elements of resource potential are proposed to be considered in terms of the following components: logistical, labor, financial and intangible [1]. In turn, O.V. Latysheva complements this grouping with ecological and social components [2].

Material and technical structural elements reflect the set of fixed assets (funds) and current assets that provide the production component of agriculture. The most important among these resources is land, because the lack of this resource for enterprises in the agricultural sector makes practical activities impossible.

The work structure is a set of components of human resources: knowledge, skills and opportunities for the development of new skills by employees. We consider that the effectiveness of labor potential depends on the following factors: the level of competence of employees, provision of material and technical base, climate in the team, the degree of trust of management to employees, staff understanding of strategic objectives and the ability of management to meet employee needs.

Financial capital, which is pledged at the establishment of agriculture, attracted and obtained as a result of economic activity (sale of manufactured products or provision of services in the field of tourism), as well as property owned or raised on a contractual basis, are elements that form the financial part.

Elements of the intangible component resource potential are patents (in agricultural enterprises there may be patents for a special method of land cultivation, the invention of new technical means for this purpose, animal feeding or plant growing methods), brand name of the produced agricultural product, "know-how" and trade secrets.

The authors in their study also include information resources in intangible resources [2]. However, we believe that if we distinguish between environmental and social components, we should include information resources (regulatory framework, instructions on production technology, tillage, plant growing, animal care, accesses to Internet resources) to the elements of the information component.

The analysis of the use of resource potential becomes more detailed if we consider the environmental and social components separately. Ecological component in modern economic conditions is determined by the ability to apply modern eco-approaches to agriculture: the use of resource-saving technologies, economic and environmental innovations in the agricultural sector and the development of environmental management.

Elements of the social component no less important and have a close relationship with labor resources, because social guarantees (health insurance, paid annual leave, the possibility be on sick leave, standardized working day), material bonuses besides encourage employees to be more honest perform their duties.

Resource potential is directly related to indicators of business efficiency. An important factor in assessing the effectiveness of the use of resource potential is the choice of appropriate indicators. In their study, a number of authors point to the possibility of using an integrated approach, which allows you to select indicators in sub-indices and get a single integrated performance indicator. This significantly simplifies the process of assessing the effectiveness of the use of resource potential by agricultural enterprises [14].

Resource potential should be used based on such principles as systemlicity, rationality, structure, economic orientation, environmental friendliness, adequacy, purposefulness, social justice, coherence [15].

Activities of enterprises which providing society with agricultural products, has a number of sectoral features of resource potential: natural (seasonality, climate change, land use as a priority resource); production (significant volumes of work in progress, difficulty in determining the cost, use of stocks with low mobility); financial (increased need for credit resources, the formation of a reserve of funds to pay rent for the land, the difficulty in determining the need for financial resources); organizational and technical (the need for annual
The resource potential of agricultural enterprises reflects all available resources or those that need to be attracted in accordance with the set tactical or strategic goals, and all the opportunities that the company may receive from the efficient use of the resource base. Elements of resource potential form its structure taking into account specific features of function. The resource base is formed from labor, financial, material, intangible and information resources. Given the concept of sustainable development, social and environmental components become important, because they expand the completeness of the category of resource potential of agricultural enterprises and create reserves for it using. The efficiency of the use of resource potential by agricultural enterprises depends on the characteristics that accompany their activities, namely: natural, production, organizational, technical and financial.
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